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New Home Journal 2017-03-28

a handy practical resource that makes it easy to keep track of your essential homeowner information for future reference your home is the most exciting purchase you will ever make it s
simultaneously the playground castle and nest where your family will grow it s also a big responsibility with lots of little details to keep track of fortunately this book makes it super
simple to organize everything including warranty information for when appliances need repair paint colors for matching existing walls and trims maintenance schedules to keep appliances
running smoothly window treatment details so replacements are a cinch flooring materials so you can keep wood shiny and tile glossy packed with informative tips fill in the blank prompts
and grid pages for sketching room layouts this book s easy to understand design and thorough coverage make it impossible to overlook even the most obscure yet vital detail about your
wonderful home

The American Zoologist and Home Journal of Science 1896

old house journal is the original magazine devoted to restoring and preserving old houses for more than 35 years our mission has been to help old house owners repair restore update and
decorate buildings of every age and architectural style each issue explores hands on restoration techniques practical architectural guidelines historical overviews and homeowner stories
all in a trusted authoritative voice

Old-House Journal 2010-01

for the last 150 years advertising has created a consumer culture in the united states shaping every facet of american life from what we eat and drink to the clothes we wear and the cars
we drive in the united states advertising has carved out an essential place in american culture and advertising messages undoubtedly play a significant role in determining how people
interpret the world around them this three volume set examines the myriad ways that advertising has influenced many aspects of 20th century american society such as popular culture
politics and the economy advertising not only played a critical role in selling goods to an eager public but it also served to establish the now world renowned consumer culture of our
country and fuel the notion of the american dream the collection spotlights the most important advertising campaigns brands and companies in american history from the late 1800s to
modern day each fact driven essay provides insight and in depth analysis that general readers will find fascinating as well as historical details and contextual nuance students and
researchers will greatly appreciate these volumes demonstrate why advertising is absolutely necessary not only for companies behind the messaging but also in defining what it means to be
an american

We Are What We Sell [3 volumes] 2014-01-15

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Ladies' Home Journal Book of Interior Decoration 2021-09-09

home management journal planner one year weekly journal planner undated space for important numbers and priorities

Arthur's Illustrated Home Magazine 1879

how are we to comprehend diagnose and counter a system of racist subjugation so ordinary it has become utterly asymptomatic challenging the prevailing literary critical inclination
toward what makes texts exceptional or distinctive genre and white supremacy in the postemancipation united states underscores the urgent importance of genre for tracking
conventionality as it enters into constitutes and reproduces ordinary life in the wake of emancipation s failed promise two developments unfolded white supremacy amassed new mechanisms
and procedures for reproducing racial hierarchy and black freedom developed new practices for collective expression and experimentation this new racial ordinary came into being through
new literary and cultural genres including campus novels the ladies home journal civil war elegies and gospel sermons through the postemancipation interplay between aesthetic conventions
and social norms genre became a major influence in how americans understood their social and political affiliations their citizenship and their race travis m foster traces this thick history
through four decades following the civil war equipping us to understand ordinary practices of resistance more fully and to resist ordinary procedures of subjugation more effectively in
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the process he provides a model for how the study of popular genre can reinvigorate our methods for historicizing the everyday

Home Journal 2019-07-17

offering the first comparative study of 1920s us and canadian print cultures imagining gender nation and consumerism in magazines of the 1920s comparatively examines the highly
influential ladies home journal 1883 2014 and the often overlooked canadian home journal 1905 1958 firmly grounded in the latest advances in periodical studies the book provides a
timely contribution to the field in its presentation of a transferrable transnational approach to the study of magazines while canadian magazines have often been viewed unflatteringly and
inaccurately as merely derivative of their american counterparts rachel alexander asserts the value of an even handed consideration of both such an approach acknowledges the complexity
of these magazines as collaborative texts cultural artefacts and commercial products revealing that while these magazines shared certain commonalities they functioned in differing at
times unexpected ways during the 1920s both magazines were changing rapidly in response to technological modernity altering gender economies and the burgeoning of consumer culture
imagining gender nation and consumerism in magazines of the 1920s explores the influences tensions and interests that informed the magazines construction of their audience of middle class
women as readers consumers and citizens

Genre and White Supremacy in the Postemancipation United States 2019-11

the explosion of print culture that occurred in the united states at the turn of the twentieth century activated the widespread use of print media to promote social and political activism
exploring this phenomenon the essays in modern print activism in the united states focus on specific groups individuals and causes that relied on print as a vehicle for activism they also take
up the variety of print forms in which calls for activism have appeared including fiction editorials letters to the editor graphic satire and non periodical media such as pamphlets and
calendars as the contributors show activists have used print media in a range of ways not only in expected applications such as calls for boycotts and protests but also for less
expected aims such as the creation of networks among readers and to the legitimization of their causes at a time when the golden age of print appears to be ending modern print activism in the
united states argues that print activism should be studied as a specifically modernist phenomenon and poses questions related to the efficacy of print as a vehicle for social and political
change

The Lutheran Home Journal 1856

throughout the cold war soviet citizens had limited access to us life and culture amerika a glossy russian language magazine similar to life provided a rare exception produced by the united
states information agency usia america s first peacetime propaganda organization amerika was used to influence the soviet public and convince women in particular that an american style
consumer culture and conservative gender norms could better their lives winning women s hearts and minds relies on usia archives issues of amerika and american women s magazines such as
the ladies home journal to show how during the postwar period usia officials deployed idealized images of american women as happy fulfilled and feminine wives mothers and homemakers this
study analyses how amerika was used to appeal to sovietwomen portrayed in the us media as babushkas they were considered unfeminine overworked and deprived of consumer goods and
services by a repressive regime diana cucuz provides a gendered analysis of the usia and of amerika whose propaganda campaign relied heavily on postwar conservative gender norms and
images of domestic contentment to convey positive messages about the american way of life in the hopes of undermining the soviet regime winning women s hearts and minds sheds light on the
significance of women gender and consumption to international politics during the cold war

Imagining Gender, Nation and Consumerism in Magazines of the 1920s 2021-11-02

examines the protestant origins of motherhood and the child consumer throughout history the responsibility for children s moral well being has fallen into the laps of mothers in the moral
project of childhood the noted childhood studies scholar daniel thomas cook illustrates how mothers in the nineteenth century united states meticulously managed their children s needs and
wants pleasures and pains through the material world so as to produce the child as a moral project drawing on a century of religiously oriented child care advice in women s periodicals he
examines how children ultimately came to be understood by mothers and later by commercial actors as consumers from concerns about taste to forms of discipline and punishment to play
and toys cook delves into the social politics of motherhood historical anxieties about childhood and early children s consumer culture an engaging read the moral project of childhood
provides a rich cultural history of childhood

The Western Literary Cabinet Containing Treasures from the World of Thought 1854

in the popular stereotype of post world war ii america women abandoned their wartime jobs and contentedly retreated to the home this work unveils the diversity of postwar women
showing how far women departed from this one dimensional image
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Modern Print Activism in the United States 2016-04-15

the award winning author of fasting girls explores what teenage girls have lost in this new world of freedom and consumerism a world in which the body is their primary project fascinating
riveting women and girls should read this fine book together the new york times book review a hundred years ago women were lacing themselves into corsets and teaching their daughters to
do the same the ideal of the day however was inner beauty a focus on good deeds and a pure heart today american women have more social choices and personal freedom than ever before but
fifty three percent of our girls are dissatisfied with their bodies by the age of thirteen and many begin a pattern of weight obsession and dieting as early as eight or nine why in the body
project historian joan jacobs brumberg answers this question drawing on diary excerpts and media images from 1830 to the present tracing girls attitudes toward topics ranging from
breast size and menstruation to hair clothing and cosmetics she exposes the shift from the victorian concern with character to our modern focus on outward appearance in particular the
desire to be model thin and sexy compassionate insightful and gracefully written the body project explores the gains and losses adolescent girls have inherited since they shed the corset and
the ideal of virginity for a new world of sexual freedom and consumerism a world in which the body is their primary project

Ladies Home Journal 1962

no place like home journal blank book journal your 1 journal for writing your life s journey this blank 150 page journal will jump start your creativity with its minimal design and bright
white pages it can also be used for notes as a diary to track your food exercise or just for writing down important information

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1977

from the gibson girl to the flapper from the vamp to the new woman carolyn kitch traces mass media images of women to their historical roots on magazine covers unveiling the origins of
gender stereotypes in early twentieth century american culture

Winning Women’s Hearts and Minds 2023-01-31

the creator of instagram s house plant journal mixes love with scientific logic in this beautifully photographed guide for indoor gardeners for indoor gardeners everywhere darryl cheng
offers a new way to grow healthy house plants he teaches the art of understanding a plant s needs and giving it a home with the right balance of light water and nutrients with this book
indoor gardeners can be less a passive follower of rules for the care of each species and much more the confident active grower relying on observation and insight and in the process the
plant owner becomes a plant lover bonded to these beautiful living things by a simple love and appreciation of nature the new plant parent covers all of the basics of growing house plants
from finding the right light to everyday care like watering and fertilizing to containers to recommended species cheng s friendly tone personal stories and accessible photographs fill his book
with the same generous spirit that has made houseplantjournal his instagram account a popular source of advice and inspiration for over half a million indoor gardeners

The Moral Project of Childhood 2020-02-18

internationally renowned designer orla kiely describes her career as a journey in pattern and color her distinctive palette and graphic and stylized motifs in clean repeat constructions have
won her devoted fans across the world and have helped to turn what began as a small british business designing bags into a global fashion accessories and homeware brand following the
success of her first book pattern home opens the door on orla s own house for the first time and offers inspirational insights into using pattern and color mixing old and new and turning a
house into a liveable home the book ends with series of beautifully photographed case studies of some of the mid century modern homes she most admires i have always been inspired by
architecture and interiors so the move into furniture and homewares was completely natural orla says to me the home is where we can truly express our style and personality where we
can be playful

American Newspaper Directory 1889

american architects and the single family home explains how a small group of architects started the architects small house service bureau in 1919 and changed the course of twentieth
century residential design for the better concepts and principles they developed related to public spaces private spaces and service spaces for living details about the books they published
to promote good design as well as new essays from contemporary practitioners will inspire your own designs more than 200 black and white images
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Not June Cleaver 1994

the first volume of this work covering the period from 1741 1850 was issued in 1931 by another publisher and is reissued now without change under our imprint the second volume covers
the period from 1850 to 1865 the third volume the period from 1865 to 1885 for each chronological period mr mott has provided a running history which notes the occurrence of the chief
general magazines and the developments in the field of class periodicals as well as publishing conditions during that period the development of circulations advertising payments to
contributors reader attitudes changing formats styles and processes of illustration and the like then in a supplement to that running history he offers historical sketches of the chief
magazines which flourished in the period these sketches extend far beyond the chronological limitations of the period the second and third volumes present altogether separate sketches of
seventy six magazines including the north american review the youth s companion the liberator the independent harper s monthly leslie s weekly harper s weekly the atlantic monthly st
nicholas and puck the whole is an unusual mirror of american civilization

The Body Project 2010-06-09

philip hale 1854 1934 helped put boston on the transatlantic map through his music writing mitchell reconstructs hale s oeuvre to produce an authoritative account of the role the
boston symphony played in the international world of nineteenth and early twentieth century music

No Place Like Home Journal 2016-01-08

during the progressive era a time when the field of design was dominated almost entirely by men a largely forgotten activist and teacher named louise brigham became a pioneer of sustainable
furniture design with her ingenious system for building inexpensive but sturdy box furniture out of recycled materials she aimed to bring good design to the urban working class as antoinette
lafarge shows brigham forged a singular career for herself that embraced working in the american and european settlement movements publishing a book of box furniture designs running
carpentry workshops in new york and founding a company that offered some of the earliest ready to assemble furniture in the united states her work was a resounding critique of capitalism
s waste and an assertion of new values in design values that stand at the heart of today s open and green design movements

The Girl on the Magazine Cover 2001

examining how women were presented in farming and mainstream magazines over fifty years and interviewing more than 180 women who lived on farms lauters reveals that rather than being
victims of patriarchy most farm women were astute businesswomen working as partners with their husbands and fundamental to the farming industry provided by publisher

The New Plant Parent 2019-03-19

the author focuses on the marketing perspective of the topic and illustrates how women s roles in society have shifted during the past century among the key issues explored is a peculiar
dichotomy of american advertising that served as a conservative reflection of society and at the same time became an underlying force of progressive social change the study shows how
advertisers of housekeeping products perpetuated the happy homemaker stereytype while tobacco and cosmetics marketers dismantled women s stereotypes to create an entirely new type of
consumer

Orla Kiely Home 2013-10-15

the handbook of applied developmental science is the only work to comprehensively present the latest theory research and application from applied developmental science ads and the positive
psychology movement it summarizes and synthesizes the best scientific knowledge from ads to help readers understand the efforts being made around the world to ensure that all children and
adolescents develop into healthy adults who contribute positively to society the handbook is also the first resource to organize and integrate both the prevention and promotion
approaches to programs and policies for children adolescents and families in addition the handbook provides a detailed road map for future research and for actions that will promote
positive child youth and family development published in four volumes the handbook features 95 chapters by more than 150 contributors many of who are renowned leaders in the field
volume 1 describes the foundation of applied developmental science its historical development and current scientific and professional efforts to develop policies and programs that promote
positive child adolescent and family development volume 2 examines public policy and government service systems volume 3 discusses community systems for enhancing citizenship and
promoting a civil society finally volume 4 outlines methods for university engagement and academic outreach feature and benefits four comprehensive topical volumes approximately 2 200
pages 95 chapters more than 150 contributors many of whom are world renowned leaders in applied development science from the academic professional and policy and political arenas
forewords for each volume written by well known authorities including edward zigler co founder of the head start program us congressman elijah e cummings david bell international youth
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foundation and graham spanier president the pennsylvania state university designed for a wide audience the handbook will be an important addition to your library collection it offers a
single source for information about fostering generations of healthy children and families it is designed specifically to meet the needs of faculty and students in the fields of psychology
human development family studies policy studies nursing allied health and education staff and volunteers working in non governmental organizations members of local state national and
international government organizations and personnel involved in policy and program development and funding directors and staff at foundations that administer programs aimed at
promoting positive your and family development

American Architects and the Single-Family Home 2015-07-24

consumer magazines aimed at women are as diverse as the market they serve some are targeted to particular age groups while others are marketed to different socioeconomic groups these
magazines are a reflection of the needs and interests of women and the place of women in american society changes in these magazines mirror the changing interests of women the increased
purchasing power of women and the willingness of advertisers and publishers to reach a female audience this reference book is a guide to women s consumer magazines published in the united
states included are profiles of 75 magazines read chiefly by women each profile discusses the publication history and social context of the magazine and includes bibliographical references
and a summary of publication statistics some of the magazines included started in the 19th century and are no longer published others have been available for more than a century while
some originated in the last decade an introductory chapter discusses the history of u s consumer women s magazines and a chronology charts their growth from 1784 to the present

Documents Accompanying the Journal of the House 1893

this original collection abandons culinary nostalgia and the cataloguing of regional cuisines to examine the role of food and food marketing in constructing culture consumer behavior and
national identity

A History of American Magazines, Volume II: 1850-1865 1938

one of the few really helpful words i ever heard from an older writer willa cather declared in 1922 i had from sarah orne jewett when she said to me of course one day you will write
about your own country in the meantime get all you can one must know the world so well before one can know the parish although cather s first novel about her own country o pioneers
did not appear until 1913 the process of knowing the world and of mastering her craft so far as it can be traced in her published writing already had been going on for some twenty years
the world and the parish willa cather s articles and reviews 1893 1902 is the fourth in a series collecting the work of these years of experiment and discovery more specifically it offers a
representative collection of cather s nonfiction writing for newspapers and periodicals during her first decade as a professional writer selected from 520 articles and columns the text is
divided into three parts corresponding to major developments in cather s career the period from 1893 to 1896 when she first began to write regularly for lincoln newspapers the years in
pittsburgh when she was working for the home monthly and the leader and sending her famous passing show column back to nebraska and the period from the spring of 1900 to 1903 when she
freelanced in pittsburgh and washington taught in a pittsburgh high school and made her first trip abroad the text has been edited with three main objectives 1 to enable the reader to trace
cather s development as a writer 2 to group the material so that the reader interested in a particular subject the theatre or music or literature for example can readily locate pertinent
selections and 3 to provide a context sufficient to relate these pieces to willa cather s life and to the times and to suggest some of their connections with the body of her work
chronologies have been included for each of the three parts and the bibliography is the most complete yet available for the for the nonfiction writing up to 1903 not the least remarkable
feature of this collection is the range and variety of forms and subject matter reviews of books plays operas concerts art exhibits lectures feature stories interviews straight reportage
columns of miscellaneous comment and travel letters seemingly with no apparent effort willa cather could adjust her sights to any assignment and any audience and if it is astonishing that
she could write so much about so many matters at so many levels it is perhaps even more astonishing that so much of it was so good undeniably however the chief interest to the general
reader and the peculiar value to the scholar of these journalistic writings reside in their manifold and crucial connections with cather s later work and in the unparalleled insights they
afford into the process by which a gifted writer becomes a great artist

United States Magazine, and Democratic Review 1848

bringing together 17 foundational texts in contemporary modernist criticism in one accessible volume this book explores the debates that have transformed the field of modernist studies at
the turn of the millennium and into the 21st century the new modernist studies reader features chapters covering the major topics central to the study of modernism today including feminism
gender and sexuality empire and race print and media cultures theories and history of modernism each text includes an introductory summary of its historical and intellectual contexts with
guides to further reading to help students and teachers explore the ideas further includes essential texts by leading critics such as anne anlin cheng brent hayes edwards rita felski susan
stanford friedman mark goble miriam bratu hansen andreas huyssen david james heather k love douglas mao mark s morrisson michael north jessica pressman lawrence rainey paul k saint amour
bonnie kime scott urmila seshagiri robert spoo and rebecca l walkowitz
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Trans-Atlantic Passages 2014-12-09

contains primary source material
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Advertising Progress 2001-02-21
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